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Introduction



Late changes in silicon design, called ECO, is a common although undesired practice. They happen due to last minute changes in the specifications or to design bugs found at the late stage, sometimes after the tapeout. At this stages going through the topdown design flow is infeasible, because it would take too long and lead to undesirably large perturbations to the physical layout. High-level design flows generally reduce the number of potential bugs. However, the need for ECO still exists since there is no guarantee that all bugs are eliminated and since the spec may change late in the game. Since high-level design often deploys more powerful optimization than manual design flows, it becomes harder to find the place in the final circuit where manual changes should be done in order to correct the behavior. It is also harder to trace circuit bugs and changes back to the high-level spec. A software analogy would be to of perform manual changes in a C executable compiled with -Ox options, while back-annotating these changes to the original C code. We will illustrate this general high-level design problem by an Esterel example, with heavy sequential circuit optimization performed by the Esterel compiler backend. The desired ECO flow is as follows. The original specification S is compiled by the Esterel compiler to a circuit netlist C0 , which is further optimized to the final implementation C using combinational and sequential optimization methods. If late changes are required this circuit is transformed manually into another circuit netlist C ∗ such that perturbations to C are minimal. To maintain the high-level specification consistent with the modified implementation and to verify the manual change to the implementation, 1
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Figure 1: ECO flow the original Esterel specification S is also modified into S 0 to reflect the late changes. S 0 is then compiled to a new netlist C 0 . Finally, C ∗ is verified against C 0 . To debug mismatches, it is necessary to understand if the fault is in the manual changes to the implementation or in the changes to the Esterel spec, iterating until perfect match. The circuit C 0 can be used exclusively for verification or to provide hints for modifications of the original implementation C. In the first case, optimization of C 0 is optional but can speed up verification. The ECO flow is illustrated in Figure 1. Three capabilities are required for the above ECO flow: • A sequential equivalence checker. Since sequential optimization is involved into producing C and possibly C 0 , the circuits C ∗ and C 0 are in general not combinationally equivalent. Esterel Studio has two embedded sequential equivalence checking engines that are based on BDD [5] and SAT [8]. Capacity of these tools is typically matching capacity of sequential optimization, and it is rarely an issue in the modular compilation flow for control-dominated designs. Recent work demonstrated that capacity of sequential verification can be further improved, e.g., by using combination of ATPG (or SAT) and BDD approaches [6], structural equivalence [14], and multiplexing the state of the FSMs under verification [7]. More research in this direction is required to support high-level design flows. • Tracability tools to zoom into the parts of the implementation netlist C, where manual changes corresponding to the modified spec S 0 should be done. Tracability has been implemented in the Esterel Studio 5.0.1. It supports forward linking of every source construct (state, transition, textual Esterel statement) with HDL objects (variables, signals, logic equations) and backward linking of any generated 2



HDL object to its Esterel source. Traceability is presented in Section 2. Notice that traceability is also the basis of critical software and hardware certification, see the DO178B and DO254 directives from the Federal Aviation Administration. • Modular compilation, necessary to confine changes to relatively small circuit blocks. The next version of Esterel Studio will support modular compilation, with minor reincanation limitations (a separately compiled module will not be able to support multiple calls in the same cycle). The user will be able to control the grouping of modules, and hence to choose the granularity at which to optimize the design and perform ECOs. Sequential optimization used in the Esterel backend includes a few transformations: redundant latch removal, reencoding of exclusive latches, retiming moves, reencoding of sequential threads, and code migration [10]. We distinguish between reversible and irreversible optimization transformations. In a reversible transformation, one can reconstruct removed registers from the registers of the final circuit and some extra information kept inside the design. All transformations that are bijective or injective on the state space of a circuit are reversible. Surjective transformations (like state minimization) are irreversible: if two states are collapsed they cannot be separated back. Exlpoiting reversibility, we will show how an ECO problem for the reversible sequential transformations can be reduced to a combinational one by reconstructing some of the suppressed egisters in order to backannotate to the original code and to perform division between the logic of an actual design and the logic supporting backannotation. The combinational ECO problem is solved in standard design practice and is supported by some automation (e.g. by the ECO compiler of Synopsys). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basics of the Esterel compilation flow and explains how tracebility is supported. Section 3 discusses interaction of sequential optimization with the ECO. ECO on examples is presented in Sections 4 for the unoptimized case and 5 for the optimized case. We conclude in Section 6.
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Traceability in Esterel v7 compiler



2.1



A basic Esterel example



We illustrate the traceability between the Esterel v7 source code and the generated circuit using the following simple program: main module Main : input A , B ; output X , Y ; abort await A ; emit X
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when B ; sustain Y end module



2.2



First step: building Esterel assembly code



The above program is first translated into an intermediate esterel assembly code, yielding (approximately) the following sequence of instructions: statements : 9 0: 0 Root : (4) % lc : 0 1 1% 1: 0 Present : [ B ] (7 , 2 % lc : 0 4 1%) % lc : 0 7 1% 2: 0 Resume :  % lc : 0 4 1% 3: 0 Present : [ A ] (5 ,4 % lc : 0 5 4%) % lc : 0 5 4% 4: 0 Pause : (3)  % lc : 0 5 4% 5: 0 Emit : [ X ] (7) % lc : 0 6 4% 6: 0 Watch : {1}  % lc : 0 4 1% 7: 0 Emit : [ Y ] (8) % lc : 0 8 1% 8: 0 Pause : (7)  % lc : 0 9 1%



The statements are indexed. The number after the index is a module instance index telling by which module instantiation the statement is generated. Here, there is only one module and all indices are 0. Pragmas such as %lc: 0 5 4% are source code backannotations, telling that a statement or part of a statement is generated from line 5, column 4 of file indexed 0, pointing here to the await keyword. The flow of control is fully explicit, making statement ordering irrelevant. Direct continuations always appear between parentheses, while statement references between angle brackets serve for statement resumptions as explained below. The Root instruction is the start point, with immediate continuation the Pause statement 4. Therefore, when the program is started, it immediately pauses at 4. Resumption from this point at next tick is based on the indices between angle brackets, which determine the selection father of a statement, as explained in full details in [2, 3]. Here, the Pause statement 4 signals that it is alive to its Resume father 2, which itself signals that it is alive to its Watch abortion father 6, which in turn signals aliveness to the Root statement. Resumption follows the reverse path. The Root statement resumes its Watch son, which implements the abort behavior by immediately triggering its associated Present test 1 whose index is given between curly brackets. The Present statement conditionally triggers the following behaviors: • If B is present, the continuation 7 is taken, Y is emitted, and the program pauses at 8. • If B is absent, control is transferred to the Resume statement, which resumes its son 4. Resumption of the Pause statement passes control to its continuation 3, which tests for A. If A is present, control is passed to 5, which emits X, and then to 4



Figure 2: Esterel generated circuit 7 to emit Y and pause. If A is absent, control comes back to the Pause statement that pauses again until the next instant, realizing the “await A” behavior. Notice that the selection / resumption mechanism ensures the right priority between the tests for A and B. The backannotation pragmas are used to animate the source code in the Esterel Studio GUI. The assembly code is notably more complex for full-fledged programs, with Fork and Parallel (join) statements to deal with synchronous concurrency and Exit statements to deal with the trap-exit Esterel exception mechanism. We give no more details here, since the handling of all statements is pretty similar as far as traceability and ECOs are concerned. 2.2.1



Second step: translation to circuit



From the above generated Esterel assembly code, the Esterel v7 compiler generates the circuit pictured in Figure 2. The gate names are abbreviated in the picture, with the real full names and associated traceability pragmas as follows: Boot Then1 Else1 Then3 Else3 Go4 R4 Cont4



: : : : : : : :



Boot_0_0 Then_1_0 Else_1_0 Then_3_0 Else_3_0 Go_4_0 PauseReg_4_0 Cont_4_0



% go : 0% % then : 1% % else : 1% % go : 2% % then : 3% % go 5% % emit : X % % else : 3% % go : 4% % pause : 4% % go : 3%
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TG6 Go7 R4 Cont8



: : : :



ToGuard_6_0 Go_7_0 PauseReg_4_0 Cont_8_0



% go : 1% % go : 6% % go : 7% % go : 8% % emit : Y % % pause : 8%



Long names are useful since they are printed in HDL or C and thus propagated down the synthesis chain. The name tells which function a gate is performing and where it comes from. The first number it contains is the index of the statement which generated the gate, while the second number is the module index that identifies to which instance of which submodule the statement belongs, see Section 2.4. Pragmas add more traceability information to highlight source code at simulation time, to report error messages, and to perform ECOs. Notice that a gate can bear several pragmas. For instance, the Then3 gate bears %then: 3%, which tells that the gate is 1 if the test statement 3 succeeds, %go: 5%, which tells that the same gate starts the statement 5 right away, and %emit: X%, which tells that X is emitted when the gate is 1. The last two pragmas are actually what remains of a gate Go_5_0 that was initially created from Emit statement 5 but swept away since it simply acted as a buffer between the statements 3 and 7. Buffer sweeping carefully preserves pragmas. Each Pause assembly statement generates a register, all the other statements generating combinational gates. The circuit works as follows: • The initial tick is driven by the boot register, which has initial value 1 and input 0. The boot register loads the R4 register generated by “await A”. • The wire out of R4 is used for selection / resumption. It is anded with the negation of the boot register, which means global resumption. This triggers a test for B. If the test is true, control is transmitted to the Go7 gate to emit Y and to R8 pause on the sustain statement. If the test is false, control goes to the “present A” test 3 through the Cont4 pause resumption gate, to test for A. If A is present, the Then3 gate is set, X is emitted, the Go7 gate is set, Y is emitted, and the sustain register R8 is set. If A is absent, the R4 await register is reloaded through Go4. Generally speaking, the register part comes either from Esterel temporal statements such as pause, “await S”, “every S do ... end”, loop ... each S, which define sequential behavior, or from access to previous signal status pre(S) used for instance in the rising edge detection sequential expression “S and not pre(S)”. The combinational logic is generated by the control and signal propagation statements such as signal emission “emit S”, signal presence test “if S then ... else ... end”, sequencing ‘;’, parallel ‘||’, etc.



2.3



User-defined names of registers



Generated register names are particularly important since they are fundamental for ECOs and usually preserved by the backend circuit synthesis flow. To make names 6



more readable, one can associate a tag with a register-generating statement in the source Esterel code: await@Wait A ; sustain@Sust Y



When setting a special Esterel compiler option -eco, the compiler embeds the tag in the register names, which become PauseReg_Wait_4_0 and PauseReg_Sust_8_0 instead of PauseReg_4_0 and PauseReg_8_0. Furthermore, with this option, the register input gates are not subject to sweeping; they are named PauseRegIn_Wait_4_0 and PauseRegIn_Sust_8_0. Since they are outputs of the combinational part, they are not swept by synthesis backends and easier to find when ECOs are needed.



2.4



Modular compilation and traceability



Esterel programs can involve calls to submodules. For instance, a Fifo is composed of a controller and of a memory linked by auxiliary signals: module Fifo : // import the fifo interface description extends FifoInterface ; // declare local signals and instantiate components s i g n a l { Read , Write } : Address i n run FifoController || run Memory end s i g n a l



There are two main modes of HDL generation: global, where submodule assembly codes are inlined in the global module code; modular, in which submodules are compiled separately into HDL designs and instantiated in the main module HDL. Modular compiling is necessary for large applications, while global compiling makes it possible to deeply optimize modules by analyzing their global behavior. Mixed modes where some modules are inlined and others separately compiled is also available. A potential problem with global compiling is gate name instability. To explain it, consider the global Fifo assembly code: 0: 1: 2: 3: ... 20: 21: 22: ...



0 0 1 1



Root : (1) SigScope : [ Read , Write ] (2 , 20) Pause : (3)  - - start of FifoController ...



2 SigScope : [ MemoryArray ] (21) - - start of Memory 2 If : [ Write ] (22 , 35) 2 ...
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The module index tells which module a statement comes from: 0 for the main module, 1 for FifoController, 2 for Memory. In the circuit translation, submodule numbering is kept in gate names, as for Then_21_2 generated by statement 21. However, the statement number itself is unstable: adding one statement by a local change in FifoController modifies the numbering of the statements and gates in the instantiated Memory. Using the -eco option of the Esterel compiler, we alleviate this problem by naming the gates relatively to their position in the submodule instance. In this case, the Then_21_2 gate is renamed Then_1_2. Finally, gates must be sorted according to control and data dependencies before being printed in HDL or C. Little changes in source code can have dramatic effect on the resulting order. To improve code stability for ECOs, we dissociate the gate definitions and the gate instantiation ordering, printing the gate definition in statement order and their instantiation in causal order. This will not be detailed further.



2.5



Traceability from graphical state machines



Esterel supports program design by hierarchical and concurrent safe state machines (SSMs), an evolution of C. Andr´e’s SyncCharts [1] supporting Mealy and Moore machines. SSMs are translated into textual Esterel source code to be compiled. In SSMs, only terminal states without contents generate control registers; transitions, concurrency, and hierarchical macro-states only generate combinational logic. Terminal states can be named, and the names are propagated to generated Esterel pause statements using the @ tag symbol. Then, when using the -eco compiler option discussed in Section 2.4, graphical state names are pushed into HDL register names.
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Sequential optimization



The reader may have found that the circuit in Figure 2 is too heavy for the purpose. This is typical for a circuit generated in syntax-directed translation by high-level synthesis, to which two kinds of optimizations must be applied: • Combinational optimizations, which are classical in synthesis backends. They aggregate gates, remove logical redundancies, and simplify and reshape the logic using for instance don’t care calculations [12]. In Figure 2, it is clear that the connection from R4 to Cont4 is redundant and can be removed. In practice, it is easier to leave such a simplification to the general combinational optimization pass performed by HDL synthesis front-ends. • Sequential optimizations, which changes how the state is encoded by registers. This step is not done by standard synthesis backends and is found only in few systems such as Esterel or PBS [9]. We detail it in this section.
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For sequential optimization, the simplest idea would be to count the number of reachable states of the design, say N , and to allocate log2 (N ) registers to hold them. In practice, this fails since the necessary state encoding / decoding circuitry tends to blow up. Finding the right register allocation is difficult even for small designs. Furthermore, even if an optimal allocation is found, the obtained circuit can be quite bad in overall terms because of encoding combinational logic complexity. In practice, it is better to look for less aggressive register reduction schemes that try to ensure a better register / logic compromise by respecting the behavioral structure of the design, Therefore, for Esterel optimization, we try to respect the initial encoding while removing its redundancies in a controlled way. We use reachable-state based algorithms presented in [13, 10, 11]. Here, we briefly present the three main ones: redundant register elimination, incompatible registers folding, and boot register elimination. We apply these techniques only on the control path of the circuit, because the data path needs to be handled very differently.



3.1



Redundant register elimination



We say that a register is redundant if it can be replaced by a function of the other registers without altering the sequential behavior of the circuit. For instance, in the circuit of Figure 2, we can replace R8 by “not(Boot or R4)”. The newly generated function can be merged with the rest of the combinational logic and simplified with it. In [4], Madre and Coudert have presented a simple algorithm to check whether a given register r is redundant. Let ~r be the vector of all registers, and let R(~r) be the characteristic function of the reachable state space of the circuit. Call Rr and Rr the positive and negative cofactors of R by r, characterized by the Shannon decomposition R = rRr + rRr . The cofactors are functions of the variables in ~r0 = ~r − {r}. Then r is redundant if and only if the conjunction Rr (~r0 )Rr (~r0 ) of the cofactors is 0. One can replace r either by the positive cofactor Rr (~r0 ) or by the negation of the negative cofactor Rr (~r0 ), whichever expression is simpler (they are functionally equal). Of course, deciding whether a redundant register replacement is useful is a very difficult global optimization problem. We use heuristics based on the size of the cofactor supports (active variables), replacing registers only if their support is relatively small. The threshhold is user-adjustable.



3.2



Merging exclusive register groups



Consider the following Esterel program: { await A || await B }; { await C || await D }; emit X



The behavior goes in two phases: waiting for the last of A and B, and waiting for the last of C and D to emit X. Call RA, RB, RC, and RD the 4 registers generated by the 4 9



await statements. Then RA and RB are concurrent and can take any of the possible 4 value pairs, and so are RC and RD. However, the RA-RB and RC-RD groups are dependent: the disjunction predicates RA ∨ RB and RC ∨ RD are exclusive, i.e. cannot be true together. Therefore, we can safely superpose the register pairs using an auxiliary switch register SW. For instance, we can use two registers RE and RF and set RA = RE ∧ SW, RB = RF ∧ SW, RC = RE ∧ SW, and RD = RF ∧ SW. We are left with 3 registers instead of 4 at the cost of introducing some combinational gates that could possibly be optimized away by combinational optimization. The effect would be more pronounced if the sequential components had more registers. Notice that exclusive register folding can be detected from source code only, without computing reachable states. This is a clear advantage of explicit parallel / sequence temporal structures over the classical HDL division between combinational and sequential processes. Knowing when to effectively apply exclusive register folding is subject to heuristics that are outside the scope of this paper.



3.3



Boot register elimination



In the circuit translation from Esterel, the initial instant is always triggered by the single Boot register, all other registers being initialized to 0. It may happen that this initial global state can be suppressed by removing the Boot register and changing the initial value of the other registers. In this case, the new circuit is obviously simpler. This is possible if there exists an initial value allocation to the other registers that leads to the same behavior and the same target states as the initial boot state. Algorithms are presented in



3.4



Reversible and traceable sequential optimization



An important property of the sequential optimizations we have presented is that they are reversible: the suppressed registers can be reconstructed from the kept ones. This will be very important for ECOs. In practice, we iteratively chain several optimization algorithms. To be able to reconstruct the old registers in function of the new ones, we could keep the undo information at every optimization step, which would be fairly error-prone. We find it much simpler to use a simpler trick: add the original registers as outputs of the circuit before running the optimization algorithms. The trick has an additional advantage: it makes it possible to use any optimizer and to optimize the circuit as a black box. Technically speaking, call C the original circuit, ~i its input vector, ~o its output vector, and ~r its register vector. The circuit is determined by the combinational function (~o, ~r0 ) = C(~i, ~r), where ~r0 is the new state vector for registers. Keeping the original registers as outputs amounts to consider a circuit C~r of the form (~o, ~r0 , ~r) = C~r (~i, ~r), where the input-output transformation from ~r to ~r is simply the identity function. Sequentially optimizing C~r yields a new set of registers ~s and a new circuit D having
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type (~o, ~s0 , ~r) = D(~i, ~s). When running D, on an input sequence, the values of the original register vector ~r of C is directly recovered from D’s outputs. From D, we can recover two circuits: A circuit E obtained by dropping the ~r outputs, and a circuit D~r obtained by retaining only the ~r output of C. The latter circuit summarizes all the undo parts of sequential optimizations, since any original register in ~r can be reconstructed by combinational logic from the final registers in ~s and the inputs in ~i, which are the same as for C. We go one step further and apply combinational optimization to E, yielding the final implementation circuit F. Surprisingly, other registers may fall out in this process, if they were used to compute old registers in ~r but useless for the input/output behavior. Such non-functional registers can be due to state space redundancies, meaning that the original circuit did not implement a minimal state graph. Therefore, they could not be removed by the previous optimizations that preserved the reachable state space. The last combinational step to F can actually perform some state graph minimization, which was unexepected a priori. This step is also reversible: the removed registers can be reconstructed by combinational logic from the remaining ones and from inputs by taking their definition from remaining registers and primary inputs in D. (Register difference between E and F might actually exhibit unwanted source code redundancies in the design; we have not explored this yet.) In practice, we ran the algorithms on a number on controllers from actual designs, and we observed basically no difference between standard optimization and our chain of reversible optimizations, sometimes only after the last step from E to F. The results are summarized in the table below. Columns “pi” and “po” show the number of inputs and outputs, “org” is the original circuit, “stdopt” the one obtained by standard optimization, and E and F the ones obtained by the optimization chain desribed above. For each circuit, the two numbers count registers and sum-of-product literals. For the 4 first circuits, we show two different register / logic compromizes, without or with exclusive register merging. All optimizations were sequentially verified. design disk1
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stdopt 45 420 13 599 38 440 22 601 99 679 58 866 79 472 27 833 35 399 16 265 14 245 35 2550 11



E 45 13 41 24 102 61 82 27 37 21 14 25



F 451 725 449 667 763 1096 519 1000 555 303 275 2414



45 13 38 22 100 58 80 27 34 16 14 25



425 641 444 635 796 881 489 818 441 259 246 2272



Figure 3: Adding a term in an equation
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ECO examples in unoptimized mode



We present in this section different ECO manipulations corresponding to common bug fixes in a control path. The assumption is that the fix is easily done in the source model. But the circuit being already signed-off, it is not possible to use the modified model and generate a new layout. Instead, one must identify which changes of the already generated circuit correspond to the change in the Esterel model. We consider here unoptimized designs. Section 5 will show how the same manipulations can be performed on sequentially optimized designs.



4.1



Adding a term in an equation



Consider the program of Figure 3. It is made of an explicit automaton and of a textual equation in parallel. The END state is a macrostate whose contents will be presented in the next section. Here, the goal is to add the prim_pmreq_det literal to the definition of MovePrim, which has been done in Figure 3 but not yet in the current HDL code, signed-off before this change. In Esterel Studio, by clicking on the sustain statement, we print the list of HDL variables generated by the equation. Then, we read their equations in the HDL code, which are as follows: Go_106_0_L0D0 := Cont_108_0_L0D0 or Boot_0_0 Or_1_107_0_L0D0 := S t a t u s _ p r i m _ s y n c _ d e t _ S 7 _ 0
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Figure 4: Adding a transition in a FSM or S t a t u s _ p ri m _ x r d y _ d e t _ S 8 _ 0 And_0_107_0_L0D0 := S ta tus _r x_ ad v_ S5_0 and Or_1_107_0 S i g E x pT r u e _1 0 7 _ 0 _L 0 D 0 := Go_106_0 and And_0_107_0 S t a t u s _m o v e Pr i m _ S1 5 _ 0 := SigExpTrue_107_0



The signal status gates bear the names of the signals. We directly see that movePrim is emitted when Go is true and the decomposed Boolean expression (from the second and the third equations) is true. Notice that actual IO signals keep their names while local signals generate variables of the form Status_movePrim. The ECO simply consists in changing the second equation into Or_1_107_0_L0D0 := S t a t u s _ p r i m _ s y n c _ d e t _ S 7 _ 0 or S t a t u s _ p r i m _ x r d y _ d e t _ S 8 _ 0 or prim_pmreq_det



4.2



Adding a transition between two states



Figure 4 shows the contents of the macro-state labelled END in Figure 3. We now want to add a transition between BAD1 and BAD3, with trigger “tx_adv and prim_pm_req_det”. 13



The first step is to find the state registers and their inputs in the HDL code. Here, we can directly look for the BAD1 and BAD2 names, and we find registers PauseReg_BAD1_53_0 and PauseReg_BAD3_37_0 with respective combinational inputs PauseRegIn_BAD1_53_0 and PauseRegIn_BAD3_37_0. Clicking on the states of the FSM also show the corresponding registers. We need to modify the input equations of BAD1 as emphasized below (new code in italic): P a us e R e g I n _ B A D 1 _ 5 3_0 := Go_51_0_L0D0 and not(PauseReg BAD1 53 0 -- in BAD1 and tx adv and prim pmreq det); -- trigger true



The change ensures that Bad1 is exited when the trigger is true. For BAD3, the change is more intricate: PauseRegIn _ B A D 3 _ 3 7 _ 0 := Go_35_0 or (PauseReg BAD1 53 0 -- in BAD1 and tx adv and prim pmreq det -- trigger true and not phy ready deasserted -- go to IDLE state and not Status movePrim S15 0); -- go to BAD2 state



Notice that actual IO signals keep their names while local signals generate variables of the form Status_movePrim. The last two negated signals are necessary to ensure that the new transition has a lower priority than the existing ones from BAD1 to IDLE (preemption as seen on Figure 3), and to BAD2.



4.3



Adding a new state



Adding a new state essentially consists in adding a new pause register and new equations for the transitions, which is done similar to the example explained in the previous section. Therefore, it is not more difficult.



4.4



Validating the ECOs



To prove ECO correctness, we use the fsm_verify sequential equivalence checker already mentioned in Section 1. We compile the new Esterel program into blif using the Esterel compiler, and we compile the new HDL program into blif using a synthesis tool such as Design Compiler and a blif library. We prove sequential equivalence between both blif designs using the fsm_verify. This technique has proved efficient for relatively large control-dominated designs. Of course, any HDL sequential equivalence technique is usable as well. If the modifications do not alter the register set, a combinational equivalence is sufficient.
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5



ECOs on optimized designs



Let us assume we want to perform the ECO of Section 4.2 after sequential optimization. The direct identification of registers and gates has become impossible. However, if we use ECO-friendly optimization, we know how to re-generate the old registers as function of the new ones. Here, the register correspondence from the 11 original registers to the 5 new ones is as follows: Original register PauseReg_107_0 Boot_0_0 PauseReg_BAD3_37_0 PauseReg_BAD1_53_0 PauseReg_BAD2_45_0 PauseReg_GOOD3_67_0 PauseReg_GOOD1_83_0 PauseReg_GOOD2_75_0 PauseReg_IDLE_100_0 PauseReg_ABORT_17_0 PauseReg_RECEIVE_92_0



5.1



Function of new registers not eco_31 or not eco_23 or eco_1 not eco_1 and eco_23 and eco_31 eco_1 and eco_13 eco_1 and eco_23 and eco_27 eco_1 and eco_23 and eco_31 not eco_1 and eco_23 and eco_27 eco_1 and not eco_23 and eco_27 eco_1 and not eco_23 and eco_31 not eco_1 and not eco_23 and eco_31 not eco_1 and not eco_23 and eco_27 not eco_1 and eco_13



Adding extra logic to exit a state



To add the required transitions from BAD1, we must first modify the way in which we exit state BAD1. variable in BAD1 : std logic; variable eco exit BAD1 : std logic; in BAD1 := Aux 1 eco 1 and Aux 3 eco 23 and Aux 4 eco 27; eco exit BAD1 := in BAD1 and tx adv and prim pmreq det; V7_Aux_1_eco_1_last 


The equation defining in_BAD1 comes directly from the table above. The state BAD1 is encoded in the optimized circuit with the three registers eco_1, eco_23, eco_27 having the value 1. So we complete the input equations of these registers such that their values are false when the control exits the state BAD1, which is represented by the new signal eco_exit_BAD1



5.2



Adding extra logic to enter a state



New logic is also added to enter state BAD3: the optimized registers encoding BAD3 are or-ed with the new transition trigger. Here also, one must take care of transitions 15



from BAD1 to IDLE (triggered by phy_ready_deasserted) and to BAD2 (triggered by movePrim), which have a highest priority. Since Phy_ready_deasserted is a primary input, it is still present in the optimized circuit. The internal signal movePrim has been optimized away in the optimized circuit, and we must reconstruct it. Looking at the table above, we see that BAD2 is encoded as (eco_1 and eco_23 and eco_31). Therefore the transition from BAD1 to BAD2 is taken when in_BAD1 and the inputs of eco_1, eco_23 and eco_31 are all 1. The HDL code is modified to reflect changes on the inputs of registers encoding BAD3, i.e. eco_1 and eco_13: variable BAD1 to BAD2 : std logic; variable BAD1 to IDLE : std logic; variable exit BAD1 : std logic; BAD1 to BAD2 := in BAD1 and Aux 73 eco 2 and Aux 76 eco 24 and Aux 83 eco 32; BAD1 to IDLE := in BAD1 and phy ready deasserted; exit BAD1 := BAD1 to BAD2 or BAD1 to IDLE; V7_Aux_1_ec o _1 _ l as t 


These new Boolean expressions can be optimized to reduce extra logic.



5.3



Adding a new state



Adding a new state in an optimized circuit can be performed by adding a new register, or by using a previously unused encoding of the existing registers. The first approach is simple and done as already explained in this paper. The second approach is more difficult because the existing transitions to and from the states encoded with the reused registers are impacted.



5.4



Validating the ECOs



The ECO is validated in the same way as for unoptimized circuits and as explained in Section 4.4. Note that the correspondence table between the original registers and the new ones is useful for equivalence checking between the two versions of the same circuit: the unoptimized one and the optimized one. Indeed, we can build a new circuit by composing the optimized circuit D with D~r , this new circuit can be formally compared to the original circuit using a combinational equivalence checking. This is much more efficient than sequential equivalence checking.



6



Conclusion



We have shown that ECO is tractable even in the case of heavy sequential optimization of control-dominated designs written in Esterel. The three key ideas are modular 16



synthesis, traceability from source code to circuits and back, and reversible sequential optimization. In particular, we have shown that sequential optimization reversibility makes it possible to transform the sequential ECO problem into the more classsical combinational ECO problem by reconstructing the removed registers. After ECO is performed, sequential equivalence techniques are used to verify circuit changes w.r.t. source code changes. The ECO flow we have described is supported by the Esterel Studio tool suite. Acknowledgements: we thank Rama Mohan Chunduri from Intel for posing the problem and Xavier Fornari and Marc Perreaut for their help during this work.
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